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SECTION A 

Q1.Read the passage and answer the questions that follow: (10)  

 

Our old cat has kitten three,  

What do you think their names should be?  

One is tabby with emerald eyes,  

and a tail that's long and slender,  

And into a temper she quickly flies 

If you by chance offend her. 

I think we shall call her this- 

I think we shall call her that- 

Now, don’t you think that Pepperpot,  

Is a nice name for a cat?  

 

i.Which animal is spoken about in the above passage?  

ii. How many kittens did she give birth to?  

iii. What will the kitten do, if you offend her?  

iv.Which name was finally decided by the poet?  

v. Write the opposites of :(Find from the passage)  

a. Short 

b. Young 

SECTION B 

Q2. Write a letter to your friend inviting him/her to your birthday party. (5)  

 

Q3. Write a paragraph on Republic Day. (5)  

 

SECTION C 

Q4. Punctuate the following: (3)  

I) When you meet someone for the first time, you say Hello, how do you do?  

II) Ravi said yes this is my bicycle 

III) We met varun and arun in bangalore.  

 

Q5. Underline the subject in each sentence. Then, fill in the blanks with correct 

form of the verb: (3)  

I) Babies ____(cry/cries) for milk.  

II) The books ___(are/is) on the shelf.  

III) One of the socks ___is/are) lighter than the other.  
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Q6. Say whether these sentences are Declarative(D), Interrogative (I), 

Imperative(IMP) or Exclamatory(E). (3)  

I) Pavan is the new manager.  

II) Have you seen the beautiful Lotus Temple?  

III) What a lovely surprise!  

 

Q7. Change as directed: (3)  

I) How lucky! (Declarative)  

II) I am hungry (Negative)  

III) Lata ate a guava (Interrogative)  

 

Q8. Circle the subject, underline the verbs and double underline the objects in 

these sentences: (3)  

I) Sriram watered the plants everyday 

II) Raj painted the gates.  

III) Anjali bought a new book.  

 

Q9. Form new words using prefix: (3)  

I) Water 

II) Happy 

III) React 

 

Q10. Complete these sentences by adding suitable suffixes to the words in brackets 

(2)  

i) These switches are not working. They are ____(use)  

ii) The old man was walking ___(slow).  

 

Q11. Read the extract and answer the questions that follow: (5)  

Trees are the kindest things I know, They do no harm, they simply grow 

And spread a shade for sleepy cows, And gather birds among the boughs 

I) Name the lesson and the poet.  

II) Who do ‘They ‘ refer to?  

III) Find a synonym for the word ‘ boughs'.  

IV) For whom does the trees spread  

a shade?  

V) Give two reasons why the poet says that trees are the kindest things he knows.  
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Q12. Ramesh smiled and said, “I shared three parathas, while you shared two. So I 

should get three coins and you should get two. But if you are unhappy with this 

division, I don’t mind giving you a half-coin from the share. “ (5)  

I) Who is ‘you'  and  'I’ in this paragraph?  

II) Why did Ramesh say he should get  

Three coins?  

iii) Write the synonyms of  

a. Unhappy 

b. Told 

iv)How were the twins different?  

v) Why did Ramesh and Suresh decide to go to the big city?  

 


